
Groovefinder's Extra 

Let's talk about…

• Streaming | and how you can use it for your needs



Groovefnder's World – Streaming

• The worldwide revenue in 2017 was 17.3 Billion US-Dollar. That is an increase of 8.1% to 2016.
The worldwide market is increasing for the third time in a row. But still all revenue is just 68.4% of
the revenue in 1999. There are differences in certain regions.

• For the first time Digital Sales worldwide are bigger than physical sales. All digital sales increased
by 19.1 percent, while physical sales decreased by 5,4%.

• Streaming increased by 41,1%, whilst Downloads went down by 20%. Paid Streaming raised up
to 176 Million accounts. Streaming is the biggest revenue source with 38% of the whole Market.

• Piracy by illegal downloads went down by estimated 50% since 2013.

• Revenue from the use of recorded music by broadcasters and public venues
increased 2.3% to US$2.4 billion. That is 14% of the total revenue.

• The revenue from the use of music in advertising, film, games and television programmes
increased by 9.6%.

A research by Markus Kater for Groovefindersworl.com 



Groovefnder's World – Streaming

• The easy formula: Artists get paid for the amount of plays of a tune in relation to all
tunes played in a month on a certain Streaming-Site. The Streaming-Sites keep a certain
amount for their organization. Spotify says they keep 30%, means 70% for the artists.
Korean Government announced last week, that they got their biggest streaming sites to
raise the pays for artists from 60 to 65% in 2019.

• Two Facts to keep in mind
• It does not matter, if people have a free or a premium account. Streaming-Sites 
also pay for the money they make with adverts on free accounts.

• Some Streaming-Sites allow downloads, so people can listen offline on their  
phone, which is important for countries, where the online-technology is not 
developed yet. These Streams are counted too – with the next login from the user



Groovefnder's World – Streaming

• Unfortunately it is not as easy as it looks. Streaming-Sites use complex algorytms, a
bunch of Mathematicans and complex software. To make it simple: They try to find out,
how WORTHY a song is.

• And why? Apple Premium costs different in diffent countries. In germany people pay
10 Euro a Month,  in Latin-America that same service costs about 4.40 Euro, in Russia
2.30 Euro. This goes into the algorythm. So to make it simple again. If your song is
played in Germany, it's worth is four times higher than in Russia. Or: You need four
times more streams of a tune in Russia, to get the same money as in Germany.

• Another Faktor on some streaming sites. If you have relatively high shares (if you are
Ed Sheeran or Drake or so) you can get a bonus. Means you get paid more for a single
streams, because your music gets people on the platform.
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The biggest players in the game

Site User  Paying User *restricted

Soundcloud 175M
Spotify 157M 71M
Pandora 78M 5.5M US
TuneIn 75M
NetEase 55M China
Apple Music 50 M 40M
Iheart Music 43M US, AUS, NZ
Anghami 33M Middle East
Slacker 26M US
Saavn 20M India
Amazon 16M
Deezer 14M 9M
Tidal 4.2M 3M



Groovefnder's World – Streaming

NEW CONNECTIONS
Since May 2018 fans and artists are able to share Spotify albums, tracks, artists, and
playlists directly to Instagram Stories, complete with deeplinks that’ll drive followers
back into the Spotify app to listen to music. An integration with Facebook Stories is
planned.

PLAYLISTS
Important on Spotify are playlists curated by them They make 15% of the listening.
Since July, Artists can upload tunes on Spotify for Artists, to recommend them for
playlists.

APPLE MUSIC FOR ARTISTS
In February 2018 Apple launched Apple Music for Artists, a dashboard designed to
provide acts with hundreds of data points giving deep analytical insight into their fans’
listening and buying habits.
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